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THE 
STYLED 
WEST

LAID-BACK 
JEWELRY
—WITH AN 
ECLECTIC 
TWIST—
AWAITS.
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CHARMED
LIFE

Nothing says Southwestern charm like turquoise—so feel 
free to pile on the beads, gemstones and pendants. And to 
complete the outfit, try painting a hat to match (enamel 
paint, mixed with enamel clear medium for transparency).
STYLE SCORE: OFFSET BIGGER PENDANTS 
WITH SEED BEADS FOR DIMENSION.
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FOLLOW
MY BEAD
Suede tassels and gem 
pendants add a playful 
touch, but here’s the key 
to an eclectic vibe: beads 
galore. Mix and match colors 
and sizes (in a coordinating 
color palette) to get this look. 
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WRIST
TAKER

Metal conchos on a leather-lace braid lend a healthy 
dose of adventure to a chilled-out feminine look. 
TIP: ADD LARGE ANTIQUE-SILVER BEADS FOR 
DOWN-TO-EARTH DAINTINESS.

CROSS MY
HEART
This center-of-attention pendant 
does all the heavy-duty style 
work—but you can complete 
the chunky effect with heaps 
of mismatched chains.



STRAND
IDEA
Easy beading? 

Start with off-the-shelf 
bead strands. 

The rhodium silver 
nuggets and orange 

beads came on strands—
we strung them onto 

jewelry wire along 
with turquoise beads 

(from a pack) and a 
dreamcatcher charm. 

ROUND 
TRIP

Run circles around standard-issue bracelets—
these pendants are actually connectors 
(they come on a strand). Separate and restring 
them onto stretch filament to make them wear-ready. 
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BACK TO
BASICS

WALK 
THIS WAY

If you’re on the beginner side of the 
jewelry-whiz scale, try this approach: 

Start with focal pieces that come 
as is, like the chandelier earrings, 
gemstone bead cluster and arrow 

pendants you see here. Then attach 
the appropriate findings, and done!

These boots were made for 
flaunting—because head-to-toe 
style is worth showing off. 
Use a variety of chains, 
hammered rings and an 
arrowhead charm to get this 
heel-clickin’ style underway. 

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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